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Powder coated bases consisting of steel columns and cast aluminum 
feet give Nash an elegant look while remaining durable enough for 
high-use areas.

Y-Base

Elegant

Wire Management Clip

Available in graphite, aluminum 
(shown) or transparent.

Power silver pearl

The available power unit complements 
Nash with two power outlets and two 
USB charging ports.
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2A boat top
3A boat top
3B rectangle top
3C rectangle flip-top
LAMINATE montana walnut
EDGE montana walnut
METAL silver

3A

3B

3C

2A



C-Base
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Nash offers mobile and flip-top options for more dynamic environments, 
allowing the table to fit the space when you need it, and easily stow away 
when you don’t.

Mobile
4A envelope top
5A envelope top
5B rectangle top
5C rectangle flip-top
LAMINATE slate grey
EDGE slate grey
METAL silver

5A

5B

5C

4A

Modesty Panel

The optional perforated or plain 
front modesty panels bolt to the legs, 
allowing the panel to work with fixed 
and flip-top tables.

Durable Locking Casters

Upgrade the legs to have either two 
casters for a wheelbarrow effect, or all 
casters for maximum mobility.



T-Base
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The choice of several top shapes and base styles combined with the 
available accessories and upgrades give Nash the ability to fit various 
needs throughout the day.

Multi-Purpose
6A rectangle top
7A envelope top
7B boat top
7C rectangle flip-top
LAMINATE huntington maple
EDGE huntington maple
METAL silver

6A

7A

7B

7C



Disc & X-Base
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With a clean and simple aesthetic, Nash adapts to the needs and looks 
of any environment, including training rooms, classrooms, multi-purpose 
rooms, conference rooms, cafés and more.

Adaptable 8A round top with Tahoe lounge
9A square top
9B square top
9C round flip-top
LAMINATE storm solidz
EDGE north sea
METAL silver
TEXTILES haven mineral

8A

9A

9B

9C



Top Shapes

rectangle envelope boat square round

Base Shapes

c-base t-base y-base x-base disc base

Accessories & Upgrades

modesty panel
plain

wire clip

modesty panel
perforated

DaisyLinkflip-top cove power unit

table connectors casters spacers
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Flip Mechanism

All flip-top tables come with an 
easy-to-use handle that flips and 
locks both frames simultaneously.

DaisyLink

Utilizing the Cove with DaisyLink 
provides a versatile power solution 
that seamlessly connects multiple 
units in a non-sequential order 
from a single power indeed.



design the furniture. innovate the space. engage the users.

liatfurniture.com
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